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Report of the National Reading Panel : Teaching
Children to Read : an Evidence-based Assessment
of the Scientific Research Literature on Reading
and Its Implications for Reading Instruction :
Reports of the Subgroups
2000

in 1997 congress asked the director of the national institute of child
health and human development nichd in consultation with the secretary of
education to convene a national panel to assess the status of research
based knowledge including the effectiveness of various approaches to
teaching children to read the panel was charged with providing a report
that should present the panel s conclusions an indication of the
readiness for application in the classroom of the results of this
research and if appropriate a strategy for rapidly disseminating this
information to facilitate effective reading instruction in the schools p
1 1

The First R
1978

the reading first legislation part of the no child left behind act of
2001 labels these topics the five essential components of reading
instruction and programs funded by reading first must include these
elements each state will receive funds that are proportional to the
number and percentage of children living in poverty and then host
competitions to determine how the funds will be distributed among the
districts and schools in order to aid educators in implementing these
components in the early grades the international reading association has
assembled evidence based reading instruction putting the national
reading panel report into practice a timely and helpful compilation of
articles from its journal the reading teacher the first five sections
are grouped according to the five essential components each section
offers a summary and discussion of the nrp findings and presents several
articles from the reading teacher that provide concrete descriptions of
the recommended practices the final section includes articles that
employ practices from two or more of the essential components and the
appendixes contain the association s position statement what is evidence
based reading instruction and a useful list of association resources
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cited in the nrp report this compilation will help educators implement
practices consistent with scientifically based reading research but more
important it will help teachers make every child a reader

Report of the National Committee on Reading
1925

this school book report journal is a notebook consisting of 50 book
report forms for fiction or non fiction books there is designated room
to record the title author publisher who what where when a rating of the
book as well as room for an illustration and addition notes like
vocabulary words and quotes anyone can use this journal any reader can
use it as a reminder of books they have read there is even room to save
great quotes from each book parents can use it to encourage their kids
to read books or stories fully and for understanding and to motivate
kids to think about ideas and analyze what they have read teachers can
use it for a class to help provide structure and organization to student
book reports students can use it to complete book reports in a
structured form you can adapt this book report journal to fit your needs
for example you can just complete or assign those sections that interest
you

Report of the National Committee on Reading
1925

focusing on grades 4 12 this book supplies content area teachers with
the information they need to function as reading and writing teachers
within their subject academic discipline chapters in the book usually
begin with a summary or overview showing the major concerns and unique
features of language use in that area some of the chapters in the book
have extensive bibliographies of research and or teaching techniques
germane to the subject the 11 chapters in the book are 1 reading in
english linda h merchant and carol t fishel 2 reading in foreign
language study michele m tellep and john e carlson 3 reading in math
linda a hoover and james f nolan 4 reading in the arts darla k wilshire
and bernard j badiali 5 reading in health education gail alberini emmett
and maria plischke 6 reading in physical education elizabeth a martin
and others 7 reading in science brian e maguire and sarah d weidler 8
reading in social studies darla k wilshire and philip berryhill 9
reading in business education linda h merchant 10 reading in home
economics michele l irvin and 11 reading in vocational education sonja
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brobeck rs

Evidence-based Reading Instruction
2002

milliken s book reports workbook is a compilation of book report forms
on twelve book categories from adventure to sports and hobbies each book
report form includes questions at three levels of comprehension literal
interpretive and creative a book list forms to keep track of silent and
oral reading and tips for choosing a book and giving an oral book report
are also included

The Teaching of Reading
1937

the national assessment of educational progress naep 1992 reading
assessment was administered to nationally representative samples of
fourth eighth and twelfth grade students attending public and private
schools and to state representative public school samples of fourth
graders in 43 jurisdictions nearly 140 000 students were assessed in all
data were summarized on the naep reading proficiency scale ranging from
0 to 500 and results were reported according to three achievement levels
at each grade basic proficient and advanced major findings were that 1
59 of the fourth graders 69 of eighth graders and 75 of twelfth graders
reached the basic level or beyond 2 25 28 and 37 of grade 4 8 and 12
students met or exceeded the proficient level respectively 3 from 2 to 4
of students at any of the grade levels achieved the advanced performance
level 4 fourth graders within the basic level generally understood
simple narratives 5 eighth graders reading within the basic level
demonstrated literal understanding of passages 6 twelfth graders within
the basic level were able to interpret aspects of the passages they read
and make connections between their reading and their own knowledge 7
students attending private schools had higher average reading
proficiency than students at public schools 8 considerable variation in
performance existed within and across participating states 9 females had
higher average reading proficiency than males at all three grade levels
and 10 fourth graders appeared to be learning reading through varied
instructional approaches contains 67 tables and 9 figures of data a
detailed description of anchoring the achievement levels an overview of
procedures state contextual background factors and reading passages are
attached rs
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Report of the National Reading Panel
2000

this report describes students reading achievements at grades 4 8 and 12
and within various subgroups of the general population state level
results are presented for individual states that chose to participate in
the 1994 trial state assessment chapter 1 presents an overview of the
1994 naep reading assessment and sample questions and responses chapter
2 provides overall average proficiency results for the nation regions
subgroups of students and jurisdictions participating in the trial state
assessment chapter 3 describes students reading performance in terms of
achievement levels chapter 4 focuses on cross state comparisons of
proficiency results from the state by state assessment at grade 4
chapter 5 describes contextual factors related to students reading
achievement chapter 6 describes specific abilities demonstrated by
students in the naep reading assessment and reports student performance
when reading for different purposes the most striking finding from the
1994 assessment is that the average reading proficiency of 12th grade
students declined significantly from 1992 to 1994 other major findings
include 1 the decline in average proficiency among 12th graders between
1992 and 1994 was concentrated among lower performing students 2 reading
proficiency at all three grade levels was higher on average for students
whose parents had more education 3 at all three grade levels female
students had higher average reading proficiencies than male students and
4 students who reported having a greater array of literacy materials in
their homes displayed higher average reading achievement contains 38
tables and 23 figures of data appendixes provide an overview of
procedures used in the 1994 assessment and describe students reading
performance cross state proficiency and achievement level results and
sample texts and questions rs

Independent Review of the Teaching of Early
Reading
2005

excerpt from report of preliminary tests in reading when the spring sun
was warm and the spring flowers had begun to bloom our children had a may
party out on the lawn every little boy or girl who lived near by was
invited betty wrote the invitations and bobby carried them to the
children a did the children have a may party b was it bobby who wrote
the invitations c was the party held in the house d were only girls
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invited to the party e had the spring flowers begun to bloom about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

Reading First states report improvements in
reading instruction, but additional procedures
would clarify Education’s role in ensuring
proper implementation by states : report
2000

in 1997 congress asked the director of the national institute of child
health and human development nichd in consultation with the secretary of
education to convene a national panel to assess the status of research
based knowledge including the effectiveness of various approaches to
teaching children to read the panel was charged with providing a report
that should present the panel s conclusions an indication of the
readiness for application in the classroom of the results of this
research and if appropriate a strategy for rapidly disseminating this
information to facilitate effective reading instruction in the schools p
1 1

Report of the National Reading Panel
2000

if your child loves to read then this awesome reading log is a great
gift for them it is a great way to keep track of the kids book wish list
their reading log and book summaries it features large 8 5x11 size 115
page of white high paper book wish list reading log with date and time
book summary with space for title author date and summary grab this cure
reading log journal for you little one
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Teaching Children to Read: Report
1950

practical and concise this is the essential guide to writing effective
reports it shows students how to tailor report structures and
conventions to different audiences and purposes and how to manage
changes in format and requirements so that they have the tools and
understanding to write reports with confidence it includes real life
examples of student reports to illustrate the features of good report
writing and a comprehensive checklist to keep students on track this is
an invaluable resource for students of all levels who are required to
write reports as part of their course new to this edition contains a new
section on demonstrating critical analysis in the key parts of a report
including the literature review methodology and findings additional
guidance on effective writing style

A Report of the Conference on Reading,
University of Pittsburgh
1976

intended to serve as a resource for the many and varied groups concerned
with improving students reading proficiencies this report from the
nation s report card provides a long term perspective on students
reading skills and strategies based on a series of five national
assessments conducted from 1971 to 1988 each chapter of the report
provides a different perspective on trends in students reading abilities
the first chapter describes changes in the average reading performance
of 9 13 and 17 year olds across the five reading trend assessments
conducted by the national assessment of educational progress naep
between 1971 and 1988 the second chapter defines levels of reading
proficiency and presents the percentages of students attaining these
successive levels in each assessment the third chapter summarizes trends
in students responses to questions on their reading instruction and
experiences and investigates the relationships between these background
factors and reading proficiency overall the findings described in the
report reveal generally positive but subtle changes in reading
performance at the national level since 1971 1 nine year olds assessed
in 1988 read significantly better than their counterparts assessed in
1971 but this progress was made in the 1970s 2 thirteen year olds
reading achievement has fluctuated slightly over the years and 3
seventeen year old students assessed in 1988 read significantly better
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than their counterparts assessed in either 1971 or 1975 a procedural
appendix and an appendix of data are attached rs

Annual Report
1956

A Report of the Annual Reading Conference
1979

The Teacher and the Reading Skills Report for
Migrant Students
2003-01-01

Early Reading Strategy
2019-06-21

Today I'm Reading...
1993

Reading Across the Curriculum
1921

Report of the Society's Committee on Silent
Reading
1991-09-01
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Book Reports (ENHANCED eBook)
1986

The State of Reading
1999

NAEP 1998 Reading State Report for New York
1924

Report of the Society's Committee on Silent
Reading
1993

NAEP 1992 Reading Report Card for the Nation and
the States
1921

Report of the Committee on Silent Reading
1996

NAEP 1994 Reading Report Card for the Nation and
the States
2017-11-15

Report of Preliminary Tests in Reading (Classic
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Reprint)
1990

The Reading Report Card, 1971-88
1921

Report of the Society's Committee on Silent
Reading
2000

Report of the National Reading Panel : Teaching
Children to Read : an Evidence-based Assessment
of the Scientific Research Literature on Reading
and Its Implications for Reading Instruction :
Reports of the Subgroups
2019-08-28

Reading Is Dreaming with Open Eyes Reading Log &
Book Report
1994

Reading Literacy in the United States
2001

The Nation's Report Card
2018-08-02
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Report Writing
1949

Reading in an Age of Mass Communication
1990

The Reading Report Card, 1971-88
1985

The Reading Report Card
2001

The nation's report card fourth-grade reading
2000
2000

Report of the National Reading Panel : Teaching
Children to Read : an Evidence-based Assessment
of the Scientific Research Literature on Reading
and Its Implications for Reading Instruction
2001

Report of the National Reading Panel
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